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ABSTRACT

Planetary habitability is in part determined by the atmospheric evolution of a planet; one key component of such evolution is escape of heavy ions to space. Ion-loss processes are sensitive to the plasma environment of the planet, dictated by the stellar wind and stellar radiation. These conditions are likely to vary from what we observe in our own Solar system when considering a planet in the habitable zone around an M-dwarf. Here, we use a hybrid global plasma model to perform a systematic study of the changing plasma environment and ion escape as a function of stellar input conditions, which are designed to mimic those of potentially habitable planets orbiting M-dwarfs. We begin with a nominal case of a solar wind experienced at Mars today, and incrementally modify the interplanetary magnetic field orientation and strength, dynamic pressure, and Extreme Ultraviolet input. We find that both ion-loss morphology and overall rates vary significantly, and in cases where the stellar wind pressure was increased, the ion loss began to be diffusion or production limited with roughly half of all produced ions being lost. This limit implies that extreme care must be taken when extrapolating loss processes observed in the Solar system to extreme environments.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recent developments in exoplanet observation techniques have allowed the discovery of thousands of extrasolar planets, including dozens of small, rocky planets that are potentially habitable. The closest star to us, Proxima Centauri, hosts a planet with a minimum mass of 1.3 $M_E$ (Anglada-Escudé et al. 2016), and the nearby Trappist system is home to seven transiting Earth sized planets, three or four of which are in the habitable zone (HZ) of the star (Gillon et al. 2016, 2017). Analysis of the Kepler data has shown that planetary systems are common around M-dwarfs (Kopparapu 2013), and these systems also show the best promise of observing exoplanet atmospheres (Shields, Ballard & Johnson 2016).

As planetary atmospheres affect the surface temperature and prevent rapid water loss, atmospheric evolution of terrestrial planets around M-dwarfs is a topic of key importance. Atmospheric evolution can encompass a broad variety of processes, including volcanic out-gassing, sequestration, and loss to space. One component of loss to space is thermal loss, where particles with a thermal energy exceeding the escape velocity of the planet escape; however, heavier elements with higher escape velocities will have more difficult escaping thermally. Non-thermal processes, including those that act on ions, act to increase the energy available to a given particle and therefore provide additional paths to escape for heavy ions.

Non-thermal loss processes have been studied extensively for Solar system planets including Earth (e.g Strangeway et al. 2005), Mars (e.g Lundin et al. 1989; Barabash et al. 2007a; Brain et al. 2015), Venus (e.g Nordström et al. 2013; Barabash et al. 2007b), and Titan (Wählund et al. 2005; Gurnett, Scarf & Kurth 1982, e.g). This loss takes a variety of observed forms including photo-chemical escape (Jakosky et al. 1994; Fox & Hać 2009), charge exchange (Chamberlain 1977), sputtering (Jakosky et al. 1994; Lammer & Bauer 1993; Leblanc & Johnson 2001), ion pickup (Luhmann & Kozyra 1991), ion bulk escape (Brain et al. 2010), and the polar wind (Banks & Holzer 1968; Yau, Abe & Peterson 2007).

Further understanding of ion loss from terrestrial Solar system planets has been developed using 3D global plasma models. These models are useful as they allow one to probe the state of the whole system and its drivers at once, rather than limited in situ observations from spacecraft. Plasma models such as magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) (e.g Kallio, Luhmann & Lyon 1998; Ma et al. 2002, 2013; Terada et al. 2009b), hybrid (e.g Brecht & Ferrante 1991; Kallio & Janhunen 2002; Terada, Machida & Shinagawa 2002; Modolo et al. 2005; Jarvinen et al. 2009; Simon & Motschmann 2009), and test particle/direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) methods (e.g Cravens et al. 2002; Luhmann et al. 2006; Fang et al. 2008), have all been used to understand ion escape in the context of the terrestrial planets.
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Due to the relative abundance of planetary systems and constraints from the signal-to-noise ratio in most observing techniques, the most potentially observable planets that meet this criteria are found in the habitable zone around M-dwarfs. These environments are likely to be extreme due to the enhanced EUV (France et al. 2016) and the closer radius of the habitable zone relative to solar. Each of these factors is likely to have a distinct effect on the ion loss of the planet, and it is necessary to understand how they work in conjunction.

Using plasma simulations that have been validated in the Solar system planetary context can add to understanding of ion loss in exoplanetary systems as well as young Solar system planets (Terada et al. 2009a; Boesswetter et al. 2010; Johansson, Mueller & Motschmann 2011). Exoplanets may differ from Solar system planets in their intrinsic properties such as size, composition, or magnetic field, as well as the external conditions dictated by the interaction with the host star. Cohen et al. (2015) explore the influence of an M-dwarf star on a Venus-like planet in the habitable zone, concentrating on the impact the possible sub- and superAlfvénic stellar wind. Garcia-Sage et al. (2017) examine the influence of a magnetic field in the protection of a planet from atmospheric escape in the habitable zone of red dwarf Proxima Centauri using a 1D polar wind outflow model.

Here, we explore the case of an unmagnetized planet orbiting in the habitable zone of a generalized M-dwarf system. Although magnetospheres are classically considered necessary to prevent solar wind erosion of atmospheres, this may not necessarily be the case. Estimates of ion escape from Mars, Venus, and Earth all show similar rates (Strangeway et al. 2005; Brain et al. 2013), despite Earth’s strong intrinsic magnetic field and the lack thereof at Mars and Venus. Thus, it is still worth considering and very necessary to study the plasma environment and ion escape of unmagnetized planets.

Here, we present a systematic study of the changing plasma environment and planetary ion escape as a function of stellar input conditions. The input conditions have been selected to incrementally change from typical solar wind today to the stellar wind at potentially habitable planets orbiting M-dwarfs. We begin with a base case of Mars today, and alter the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) orientation, dynamic and magnetic pressure, and EUV flux. Section 2 describes the choices in stellar input conditions, Section 3 describes the model, Section 4 gives our results, Section 5 further discusses the limitations and implications of our results, and Section 6 summarizes our conclusions.

2 STELLAR PARAMETERS

Both the intrinsic stellar parameters and habitable zone location drive differences in the stellar influence on terrestrial planet escaping atmospheres. Here, we describe some of the general differences and motivate our selection of parameters. Our initial base case (R0), is the same as that studied by Egan et al. (2018), and is an example of a typical solar wind experienced by Mars. The final case (R4), is identical to the case considered for Trappist-g by Dong et al. (2018), where the stellar wind was reconstructed using the Alfven Wave Solar Model (van der Holst et al. 2014).

2.1 Quasi-parallel IMF

For unmagnetized planets, much of the interaction with the solar wind is dictated by the direction of the IMF. Because ions are constrained to gyrate around magnetic fields, both solar particle inflow and planetary ion outflow will change due to the influence of the IMF. An interaction with the solar wind and unmagnetized planets (e.g. Venus and Mars) is typically sketched with magnetic field lines roughly perpendicular to the direction of solar wind flow piling up around the induced ionosphere and then slipping past the planet. However, configurations where the magnetic field is more aligned than perpendicular with the solar wind flow occur in the inner Solar system due to the Parker spiral structure of the IMF and occur at exoplanets orbiting close to their host stars. Aligning the magnetic field with the solar wind flow will create regions where ions can flow directly away from the planet along field lines normal to the planet surface, dramatically changing the ionospheric interaction (Liu et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2009; Johansson et al. 2011). Furthermore, the radial magnetic field results in vanishing upstream convection electric field, which is the large-scale energy source for ion pickup (e.g.Jarvinen & Kallio 2014).

Additionally, a shock is unstable when the angle between the magnetic field and the local shock normal <15° (Treumann & Jaroschek 2008a,b). A quasi-parallel magnetic field will satisfy this condition for an entire hemisphere of the bow shock, thus making the interaction quite different than the quasi-perpendicular IMF. Because quasi-parallel shocks do not form stable well-defined surfaces and can reflect ions in an extended foreshock region, kinetic effects associated with finite ion gyroradii and the ion velocity distribution become important (Treumann & Jaroschek 2008a,b). This makes hybrid models well suited to simulating such an interaction.

As M-dwarfs are relatively dimmer than the Sun, the habitable zone must be correspondingly closer in. In addition to causing increased stellar fluxes, this will also likely lead to more radially oriented IMFs as expected from a Parker spiral model. MHD simulations of M-dwarf stellar winds such as Garraffo et al. (2017) also show radially oriented IMFs in the corresponding habitable zones. Although it is not universally true that all exoplanets in the HZ of an M-dwarf will experience a radial IMF, it is a significant departure from what the potentially habitable Solar system planets (Venus, Earth, and Mars) experience so it is helpful to investigate its effects.

Here, we consider a quasi-parallel magnetic field, with α = 18.2 (R1), which in the context of the Solar system is similar to the nominal Parker spiral angle at Mercury. Considering a perfectly radial field is both somewhat unlikely to the slight variability in both the solar wind and IMF, and more difficult computationally due to instabilities in the ionospheric interaction and vanishing upstream convection electric field. Additionally, although the Parker spiral angle for the Trappist-1 exoplanets would be far less than the chosen value, this value is motivated by the solar wind reconstruction model used by Dong et al. (2018).

This choice does, however, neglect the influence of the large orbital velocities these planets must have, which will be comparable to the stellar wind velocity. Thus, the corresponding angle of the stellar wind as seen by the planet and the magnetic field will also change. The results we present here neglect this effect for ease in comparison of results, however, future work could study the influence of the planetary orbital velocities.

2.2 Solar wind strength

Solar wind momentum is key source of energy input into the planetary plasma environment. Observations of terrestrial planets have shown that ion loss is dependent on solar wind dynamic pressure (Brain et al. 2017; Ramstad et al. 2017).
It is not currently possible to measure the stellar wind of stars besides our Sun directly, so investigations into these effects rely on stellar wind reconstructions using MHD solar wind models (e.g. Vidotto et al. 2015; Garraffo et al. 2017).

The steady state stellar wind may vary extensively across a single orbit for a close in planet (Garraffo et al. 2016, 2017). Furthermore, space weather may also increase variability. Previous models of exoplanet ion loss have investigated the steady state loss rates for two cases: maximum total pressure, and minimum total pressure (e.g. Dong et al. 2018), effectively varying the magnetosonic mach number.

Here, we consider the scaling of stellar wind in two parts, increasing the overall pressure, and varying the ratio of magnetic to dynamic pressure. We first scale the overall pressure by a factor of roughly $4 \times 10^3$ (R2), and then increase the solar wind density by a factor of 100 (R3), decreasing the ratio of magnetic to dynamic pressure. This mimics an overall increase due to the increased flux expected for a closer habitable zone distance and then a possibly extreme dynamic pressure dominated scenario. While an actual planet ma33y experience extreme variation in stellar wind due to both orbital variation and the intrinsic variability of the wind, here we select two interesting cases for study.

### 2.3 EUV input

Another critical component of the stellar interaction with a planetary atmosphere is the input in the UV and Extreme UV (EUV). In addition to photoionization of planetary neutrals, EUV photons are absorbed in the upper atmosphere leading to heating, and in some cases thermal driven hydrodynamic escape (Hunten, Pepin & Walker 1987). In cases where heavy elements like Oxygen are gravitationally bound to the atmosphere, EUV input is still correlated with ion escape rates (Ramstad et al. 2017).

EUV flux will also increase due to the proximity of the habitable zone, similarly to the stellar wind flux. Furthermore, observations show that M-dwarfs have EUV fluxes of 10–1000 times that of solar (France et al. 2016). Here, we chose to scale $I_{\text{EUV}}$ by a factor of 100 (R4). Although we do not directly simulate the stellar radiation environment, our overall ion production rate scales directly with $I_{\text{EUV}}$. For further description of this implementation see Section 3. While stellar activity may dominate the EUV flux experienced by the planet, we here examine a steady state case.

### 2.4 Summary

Table 1 summarizes the stellar parameters used for our suite of simulations. Each simulation builds upon the changes of the last, such that R2 contains the same adjustments as R1, R3 contains the R2 and R1 adjustments and so on. We also list a variety of relevant plasma scales that further illustrate the differences and similarities between the models.

Stellar wind speed ($v$): Input speed of the incident stellar wind in the $-x$ direction.

Temperature ($T$): Temperature of the incident solar wind Hydrogen ions.

Number density ($n(H_\text{\tiny e})$): number density of the incident solar wind Hydrogen ions.

IMF ($B$): Incident stellar wind magnetic field vector, in PSE coordinates (described in Section 3).

Production rate ($Q$): Total production rate for a given ion (described further in Section 3).

IMF angle ($\alpha$): angle between the upstream stellar wind velocity and the IMF, smaller angle indicates a more parallel interaction.

Alfven speed ($v_A = B/\sqrt{\rho\mu_0}$, $\mu_0$: magnetic permeability, $\rho$: = density): Alfven speed in the incident solar wind

Alfven mach number ($M_A = u/v_A$): Determines the nature of the bow shock.

Magnetic to dynamic pressure ratio ($P_d/P_{\text{dyn}} = (B^2/2\mu_0)/(1/2\rho u^2)$): Ratio of the incident solar wind magnetic pressure and dynamic pressure, influences how the magnetic field lines drape around the planet.

Ion gyroradius ($r = m_i v_i / q_i B$, $v_i$ = velocity component perpendicular to the magnetic field): dictates the radius at which an ion moving with the velocity of the upstream solar wind gyrates in the upstream magnetic field. This has an influence on the trajectory of escaping particles when the radius is comparable to the size of the planet (3390 km).

Ideal gyroaveraged Pickup Energy ($\bar{E} = 2(1/2m_i v_i)$): Ideal energy of an ion gyrating in the solar wind averaged over a gyroperiod, see discussion in Jarvinen & Kallio (2014).

### 3 METHODS

The following simulations were performed using RHybrid (Jarvinen et al. 2018), a hybrid global plasma model for planetary magnetospheres. In a hybrid model the ions are treated as macroparticle clouds that are evolved according to the Lorentz equation, while the electrons are treated as a charge neutralizing fluid. This allows the simulation to include ion kinetic effects which are important in situations where the ion gyroradius is large compared to the scale size of the system.

Each ion macroparticle represents a group of ions that have the same velocity ($v_i$), central position ($x_i$), charge ($q_i$), and mass ($m_i$) obeying the Lorentz force such that

$$m_i \frac{d\vec{v}_i}{dt} = q_i(\vec{E} + \vec{v}_i \times \vec{B}) \ ,$$

where $\vec{E}$ and $\vec{B}$ are the electric and magnetic fields, respectively. The electron charge density then follows from the quasi-neutral assumption when summed over all ion species.

The current density is calculated from the magnetic field via Ampere’s Law

$$\vec{J} = \nabla \times \vec{B} / \mu_0 \ ,$$

and the electric field can then be found using Ohm’s law

$$\vec{E} = -\vec{U}_\text{\tiny A} \times \vec{B} + n\vec{\eta} \ ,$$

where $\eta$ is the explicit resistivity profile used to add diffusion in the propagation of the magnetic field (Ledvina, Ma & Kallio 2008). This value was chosen to be $\eta = 0.02 \mu_0 \Delta x^2 / \Delta t$, such that the magnetic diffusion time-scale $\tau_D = \mu_0 L_B^2 / \eta = 50 \Delta t$, for the magnetic length scale $L_B \approx \Delta x$. This is a similar value as used in earlier work (Egan et al. 2018; Jarvinen et al. 2018), and ensures that the magnetic field diffuses on time-scales longer than the time-step $\Delta t$. The explicit resistivity allows some diffusion to stabilize the numerical integration and is greater than the inherent numerical resistivity of the code for the chosen resolution. At the same time $\eta$ is kept small enough to keep the solution from becoming smoothed out by diffusion. Note that the resistivity is not explicitly included in the Lorentz force.
Finally, the magnetic field is then propagated using Faraday’s law
\[
\frac{\partial \vec{B}}{\partial t} = -\nabla \times \vec{E}. \tag{4}
\]
See Jarvinen et al. (2018) and references therein for details of the numerical scheme.

The lower boundary is located at 250 km altitude and is implemented as a superconducting sphere. This mimics the effect of the electromagnetic properties of the induced magnetosphere.

In the RHybrid runs analysed in this work, the emission of ionospheric ions in the induced magnetosphere is implemented using a Chapman profile which arises naturally when considering an isothermal atmosphere that is ionized by plane-parallel, monochromatic radiation in the EUV (Chapman & Zirin 1957). The production rate of ions is given by
\[
\dot{q}(\chi, z') = Q_0 \exp[1 - z' - \sec(\chi) \ast e^{-z'}], \tag{5}
\]
where \(z'\) is the normalized height parameter given by \(z' = (z - z_0)/H\) where \(\chi\) is the solar zenith angle, \(z_0\) is the reference height, and \(H\) is the scale height. In each simulation we use a reference height of 300 km and a scale height of 16 km. We also add an additional constant ionization source behind the planet that is continuous across the terminator to mimic other ionization sources and prevent divergence caused by extremely low densities.

We note that this is not a self-consistent ionospheric model, merely a convenient way to inject ions with a reasonable distribution with altitude than is dependent on solar zenith angle. While the scale height is used to inject particles we are not modelling the ionospheric processes themselves, justifying the comparatively large scale height is used to inject particles we are not modelling with altitude than is dependent on solar zenith angle. While the divergence caused by extremely low densities.
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4 RESULTS

4.1 Magnetic field morphology

As discussed in Section 2, the planetary interaction with the IMF and the resulting magnetic field configuration has key implications for ion escape. This intuition is confirmed in Fig. 1 which shows magnetic field lines traced through each simulation domain with slices of \(O_2^+\) number density.

The top two simulations in Fig. 1 show the difference between the quasi-perpendicular (left) and quasi-parallel (right) IMF. While the magnetic field lines pile up symmetrically in the quasi-perpendicular run, the pile-up is only significant in the \(+y\) hemisphere in the quasi-parallel run. In the \(−y\) hemisphere the magnetic field is much more bent close to the planet, leading to an offset s-shaped current sheet behind the planet.

The location of the quasi-parallel shock determines where the magnetic field lines slip past the planet from their draped configuration to the current sheet. This location also corresponds to region where there is the greatest local curvature in the magnetic field close to the planet. While this region is symmetrically oriented over the \(+z\) pole in the R0 model, in the R1 model the region is offset towards the unstable shock side with the s-type current sheet.

Comparing simulations R1 and R2, the s-type current sheet becomes more extreme and the bend closer to the centre of the planet gets much sharper. Additionally, some field lines that were clearly draped around the magnetic barrier in R1 appear to connect deeper in the magnetic barrier near the inner boundary (ionospheric obstacle) in R2. These differences are due to the much stronger magnetic

field in the latter simulation. Because the magnetic field pressure is much stronger in the latter simulation it can more easily overcome the plasma pressure at low altitudes, embedding further field lines into the inner boundary. These field lines are thus less able to slip past the planet, extending the extent of the s-type current sheet. As the magnetic field lines are pushed much deeper in the ionospheric region this may make our results sensitive to the conditions at the lower boundary.

Simulations R3 and R4 show similar magnetic field morphologies to R2, despite the increases in solar wind density and ionospheric production rates, respectively.

4.2 Ion morphology

While overall ion-loss rates are important for atmospheric evolution, this loss occurs through a variety of different processes, and it is important to understand the variation in each channel. Here, we examine the overall ion morphology, and draw parallels to the ion escape channels seen at Solar system objects and the different forces that govern the particle motion.

As discussed in Section 4.1, changing the IMF orientation from quasi-perpendicular to quasi-parallel drives asymmetry in the solar wind access near the ionosphere. In addition to creating an s-type current sheet, this asymmetry makes one hemisphere of the bow shock unstable as shown in Fig. 2, where slices of H^+ number density, H^+ velocity magnitude, and magnetic field magnitude are shown for each simulation. In each slice the solar wind flows from right to left, with the solar wind motional electric field normal to the plane.

The unstable bow shock is evident in each row; the upper half of the bow shock shows sharply delineated boundary, while the lower half is ill-defined. This allows solar wind approaches the planet at a much higher velocity in lower hemisphere. This not only drives more energy transfer to the ionosphere, but drives ion pickup due to the $v \times B$ force from this location.

Fig. 3 shows slices of the O_2^+ and O^+ number density for each simulation in the YZ plane. Comparing the first two panels illustrates the effect of the s-shaped configuration of the induced magnetosphere; while R0 shows symmetric acceleration in the direction of the motional electric field, R1 shows ions accelerated preferentially from the unstable shock hemisphere. While the ions in simulation R0 maintain their trajectory in the $+z$ direction along the symmetric current sheet, the ions in simulation R1 are redirected towards the asymmetric current sheet in the $-y$ hemisphere by the $J \times B$ force.

The morphology of escaping ions looks substantially less organized in the transition from R1 to R2. While the initial acceleration locations are the same, the outflow is much less collimated to the specific current sheet channel. This is due to much smaller gyroradii and changes in the current sheet configuration. As seen in Table 2, the large increase in the solar wind magnetic field with a modest increase in solar wind velocity drastically shortens the ion gyroradii to be much smaller than the size of the planet. Thus, coherent motion on the scale of the planet is unlikely and the motion of even heavy ions like O_2^+ show magnetized behaviour. Furthermore, the changes in the current sheet discussed in Section 4.1 have expanded the area from which ions are initially accelerated, broadening the eventual escape distribution. There is

Figure 1. Each panel shows slices of O_2^+ number density in the $Z = 0, X = -1$, and $Y = 0$ planes with magnetic field lines traced in white. Panels show simulation R0, R1, R2, R3, and R4 from left to right, top to bottom. Note that the planes are not exactly aligned in each simulation due to the changing angle between induced electric field and magnetic field.
also a population of heavy ions that move upstream, after being quickly accelerated from low latitudes on the day side. This is a relatively small population of particles as denoted by the low number densities, and do not contribute much to the overall escape.

Despite roughly an order of magnitude increase in solar wind number density from R2 to R3, the ion escape morphology remains roughly the same. This is likely a consequence of the similar magnetic field morphology. Similarly, when increasing the ion production rate by 2 orders of magnitude from R3 to R4, although the overall ion escape rates differ, the morphology of the escape again remains constant.

### 4.3 Ion escape

Table 2 lists a variety of metrics relating to ion escape rates for each simulation for both O$_2^+$ and O$^+$. Each of the escape properties were calculated by considering integrating the normal ion flux or power over a sphere located at 3.5$R_P$. This radius was chosen such that it is far enough from the planet that all ions are escaping and do not return back to the planet while not being affected by the simulation boundary. These results are roughly constant over ±1$R_P$. The inflow power was calculated by integrating over the entire +x simulation face. We chose to use the entire simulation face because the size of the bow shock approaches the size of the simulation domain.

Here, we concentrate on the relative differences between the models, rather than the absolute magnitudes. Although this model has been validated by observations in Solar system contexts (Jarvinen et al. 2009, 2018), the specific escape rates are heavily dependent on the lower boundary conditions. As we are considering a generic exoplanet around an M-dwarf and there on not observed atmospheric constraints for any terrestrial exoplanets, we focus instead on the relative effects of the stellar wind conditions.

Each stage of stellar property changed increases the net escape flux of both O$_2^+$ and O$^+$, except for R2 to R3 (increasing the stellar wind dynamic pressure). The transition from quasi-perpendicular to quasi-parallel increases the amount of solar wind that can penetrate directly into the ionosphere. Increasing the solar wind strength in R1 to R2 increases the amount of energy that is put into the system, and the strength of the magnetic field used in the $v \times B$ and $J \times B$ forces to accelerate the ions.

While the transition from R2 to R3 increases the solar wind dynamic pressure, and thus the total amount of energy available to the system, this does not translate to increased escape flux. Fig. 2 shows that the increased density allows the solar wind to penetrate the ionosphere at higher velocity in some regions, which leads to an increased $v \times B$ force. However, the increased force does not lead to overall increased escape, because the escape is now production/diffusion limited.

The escape fraction column of Table 2 lists the fraction of total ions injected that escape the planet. While R0 and R1 have escape fractions of a few per cent, R2 and R3 show that roughly 50 per cent of all injected ions are escaping. This limits the effect of the increased ion pickup force. The limit on ion escape is no longer the energy injected into the system, but the number of ions that are available to escape.

This is further illustrated in the transition to R4 when the ion production rate is increased. While the overall escape flux increases, the escape fraction decreases as the production/diffusion limit is loosened.
Figure 3. Slices through the simulation domain at $X = 0$ (a) and $X = -1.5$, showing heavy ion escape. Here, the motional electric field is pointed up and the solar wind flows normal to the page. Panels show O2+ number density (top), and O+ number density (bottom) with identical colour scales across all panels. From left to right the columns show simulations R0, R1, R2, R3, and R4. The tilted box effects occur due to rotating the simulation domain into the PSE coordinate system.

Table 2. Ion escape flux, fraction, power, coupling to solar wind, and average escape energy for each simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>Escape Flux $(10^{24} \text{ #/s})$</th>
<th>Escape fraction</th>
<th>Escape power $(10^{10} \text{ W})$</th>
<th>Inbound power $(10^{11} \text{ W})$</th>
<th>Power coupling</th>
<th>Escape energy (keV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R0: Nominal</td>
<td>0.6 0.6</td>
<td>0.04 0.03</td>
<td>0.2 0.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>31 20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1: Parallel-IMF</td>
<td>0.9 1.1</td>
<td>0.06 0.05</td>
<td>0.1 0.1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>5.6 6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2: Total-Pressure</td>
<td>6.4 9.6</td>
<td>0.45 0.48</td>
<td>4.5 1.4</td>
<td>1.7e3</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>91 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3: Density</td>
<td>6.8 9.4</td>
<td>0.49 0.47</td>
<td>5.5 1.1</td>
<td>1.5e4</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>73 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4: EUV</td>
<td>400 410</td>
<td>0.29 0.21</td>
<td>190 404</td>
<td>1.5e4</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>61 29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The next columns in Table 2 list the escape power, total inflow power, and the coupling constant $k$, defined as the ratio of the escape power to the inflow power. The escape power follows roughly the same trends as the escape flux, except when comparing R0 and R1. In this case, while the escape flux increases for a quasi-parallel IMF, the escape power slightly decreases. This is because the R1 heavy ions are not accelerated as much by the $v \times B$ force after leaving the planet, due to the much small perpendicular velocity component.

The power coupling constant $k$ generally decreases as the stellar wind drivers are increased. The decrease from R0 to R1 corresponds to the decrease in escape power for the same stellar wind as discussed earlier. The power coupling also decreases from R1 to R2 as although the escape power increases, it does not increase as much as the solar wind power due to the limit of available ions. This effect is exacerbated in transition from R2 to R3, when the solar wind power continues to increase but the escape flux and power stay roughly constant. Finally, when the EUV is increased in R4 the power coupling constant increases, however, only to a rate comparable to R2, not as high as R0. Noting that the nominal case of R0 corresponds to the largest coupling constant is of key importance, because it implies that current observations of...
ion loss cannot be scaled indefinitely to more extreme conditions due to ion production/diffusion limitations. Thus, current observations may represent a more extreme case in solar wind power coupling.

The final columns in Table 2 list the average ion escape energy, or the escape power divided by the escape rate. For simulations R0 and R1, the energies are quite comparable to the average ion pickup energy expected given the solar wind parameters, as listed in Table 1. For simulations R2–R4, however, the ions greatly exceed the estimates. This is because convection electric field is much stronger at lower altitudes than in the solar wind due to the increased dynamic pressure, leading to strong acceleration. The magnetic field draping allows there to be a larger component of the magnetic field perpendicular to the inflow velocity, plasma pressure balance ensures that the magnetic field pileup leads to strong magnetic fields, and higher bulk velocities are present closer to the planet as discussed in Section 4.2.

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Model limitations

One additional potential short-coming of the model we have applied here is that the ionospheric emission is driven by a predefined Chapman ion production profile. Accurately resolving ionospheric dynamics in the same domain as the global magnetosphere is computationally very challenging due to the large range of spatial and temporal scales; however, some simulation platforms include a one-way coupling from an ionosphere implementation to the global model, (e.g. Gloer et al. 2009; Brecht, Ledvina & Bougher 2016; Modolo et al. 2016).

We have also chosen to use a constant resistivity value above the lower boundary and zero resistivity at the lower boundary; however, a self-consistent model would couple the ionospheric electrodynamics and modulate the effective resistivity throughout the domain. Ionospheric resistivity is known to affect global thermosphere structure (Roble, Dickinson & Ridley 1982) and ionospheric-magnetospheric coupling (Ridley, Gombosi & Dezeeuw 2004) through mechanisms such as current closure, atmospheric Joule heating, and Alfvén wave dissipation. Furthermore, resistivity is dependent on auroral precipitation (Fuller-Rowell & Evans 1987; Robinson et al. 1987) and EUV flux (Moen & Brekke 1993), both of which change across our simulations.

Modelling the ionospheric emission as a predefined production profile with a constant resistivity and the inner boundary as a superconducting sphere allows us to analyse stellar wind interactions of unmagnetized planets without an additional layer of uncertainty from a coupling between ionospheric photochemistry, ionospheric electrodynamics, and global kinetic plasma models. These ionospheric models, while important, are poorly constrained with current upper atmospheric profiles of exoplanets. Furthermore, as the ion escape rates listed in Table 2 are not self-consistently resolved based on ionospheric photochemistry they should be taken as rough order of magnitude estimates. Further study should separately assess the variations of ionospheric production and electrodynamics with the change in stellar parameters considered here.

5.2 Implications of changing ion-loss morphology

In general, as the stellar input conditions are varied the morphology of the outflowing ions changes. The nominal case R1 showed symmetric tail and plume outflow from the nightside and mid-latitude dayside, respectively. They were both collimated along the current sheet but well defined as two different outflow channels. The R2 showed asymmetric outflow in both the tail and plume due to the quasi-parallel shock and S-type current sheet. Models R3 and R4 showed outflow where the plume and tail were no longer distinct channels and were not well collimated.

One immediate result from this is semantic; applying definitions of different ion outflow channels from Solar system planetary science to exoplanets must be carefully considered. Although the initial acceleration mechanisms may be distinct, the outflow channels may not be.

Observable signatures may also vary as a result of different ion morphology. Although the possibility of observing such low-density escape is far off, it is worth considering the wealth of different geometries that are possible.

Finally, different ion outflow morphologies may also have key implications for tidally locked planets. If heavy ions are preferentially accelerated from one hemisphere due to a quasi-parallel stellar wind interaction, rather than the day side of the planet, this may set-up a diffusion limited scenario for escaping ions, or drive asymmetries in the environment at lower altitudes.

5.3 Ionospheric loss rate implications

Ion-loss rates derived from simulations are often used to assess whether a planet is potentially habitable (e.g. Barnes et al. 2016). While such rates may be validated by observations in Solar system planetary contexts (Jarvinen et al. 2009, 2018), the specific escape rates are heavily dependent on the ionospheric emission rates near the inner boundary, as discussed in Section 5.1. Thus, beyond noting that the rates we find in our simulation cases R0–R3 are comparable to current ion-loss rates derived for Earth, Venus, and Mars (Strangeway et al. 2005) and are thus relevant for discussing atmospheric evolution, we have focused our discussion on the relative difference in loss rates. Atmospheric loss rates for the stellar parameters considered here may vary by several orders of magnitude; however, there is not a straightforward coupling between energy input and output, due to the complex coupling between the planet and the stellar wind. These results also imply that these systems are likely not energy limited. Instead, ion escape rates are likely limited by ion production or diffusion of the relevant species to the exobase.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The plasma environment for potentially habitable planets around M-dwarfs is markedly different that the environment experienced by Solar system planets like Venus, Earth, or Mars. Here, we have presented a systematic study of the difference in environment and implications on magnetic field morphology and ion loss. The differences we considered were a quasi-parallel IMF orientation (R1), overall stellar wind pressure (R2), ratio of magnetic pressure to dynamic pressure in the solar wind (R3), and EUV input (R4). We found that both the ion-loss morphology and overall loss rates were dictated by the plasma environment and magnetic field morphology. In cases where the stellar wind pressure was increased, the ion loss began to be diffusion- or production-limited with roughly half of all produced ions being lost. Because of this limit, the coupling of solar wind power to escaping ion power decreased in these extreme cases, despite the overall increase in ion loss. It is thus important to consider under what conditions scaling laws derived by observations of terrestrial planets begin to break down when applied to more extreme environments.
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